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If your child is meeting the
Reading Standard by the end
of Year 5…
...they will be working towards
reading at curriculum level 3.
They will be reading and
understanding a variety of
fiction and non-fiction stories
to support their learning in all
areas of the curriculum.

To meet the standard
your child will be learning to:
read for longer periods of time
choose stories that support their learning
and choose stories to read for fun
choose what reading skills they use when
they have difficulties and when they are reading harder stories –
e.g., rereading parts they don’t understand
work out words they don’t know by using other words around
the problem, pictures or other clues
understand and discuss the different levels of meaning a story
can have – e.g., understanding hidden meanings
read different stories about the same topic, and be able to pull
this information together to express an idea, or write on a topic
ask and answer questions about things they read

Books

at this level look li

discuss the way authors have made choices when writing – about
the words, places, characters and ideas the authors have chosen.
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As your child reads this story
they might:
find out the main idea – that sea
turtles’ lives are threatened
use the text box and map to work
out the route that the turtle took
look for more information from
another source
ask questions about how to make
the Pacific Ocean safer for turtles.

Copyright for the text, illustrations and/or photographs
is as stated in the original publication.

“Plight of the Sea Turtle”
by Jill MacGregor
– School Journal, Part 3 Number 2, 2008

Work together...
Help support your child’s learning by building a good relationship with your child’s teacher,
finding out how your child is doing and working together to support their learning.

SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S READING

READING

AT HOME
• what are the important messages?
• what do they think is going to happen next?

Talk about their reading

• what else do they need to know to understand
the story or topic?

Ask your child what they are reading
and talk about their ideas:

Talk about books on similar topics. This helps your
child to pull together ideas from different places.

• what is the ‘picture’ they have of
particular characters?

Talk about different types of stories that are read
or spoken. Newspaper articles, internet sites,
whakataukï (proverbs), comics, bible stories, songs,
waiata or novels will each have different points you
can talk about together. Find a newspaper article
you’re both interested in and talk about what it
means to each of you.

• are there people like that in their
family or whänau?
• what do they want
to find out from
the book?

Read together
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Help your child to share their thinking. Get them to
share opinions and talk about why they think that.
Listen, even when you don’t agree with their ideas.

Find out information together from different
places. For example, manuals, dictionaries,
the Internet, magazines, television guides,
atlases, family tree information, whakapapa.

Help your child to link
e.
stories to their own lif
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Remind them about wh
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they have done when
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in the story.

Play games that involve reading in a fun way.
Encourage your child to read to others.
Younger brothers and sisters, whänau, or
grandparents are great audiences for practising
smooth and interesting reading out loud.
Visit the library regularly. Help your child choose
books they’re interested in (about hobbies, interests
or who they are and where they come from) or
encourage them to get books out that are about
what they are studying at school. They may
need you to help by reading to them, as well.
Find books of movies or TV
programmes. It can help your
child to learn different ways to
tell the same story if they read
the ‘stories’ they have watched.

Be a reader yourself
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Talk about what you are reading and why
you are enjoying it or what is challenging
about it. Read a book to your child that they
might find difficult but want to read, and
talk about it as you read. Use your first
language whenever you can – it can help
your child’s learning.
Read the same book or magazine as your
child. You can then share your ideas about
what you have read. You could talk about
why the authors made the choices they did
when writing the story.

Work together...
Help support your child’s learning by building a good relationship with your child’s teacher,
finding out how your child is doing and working together to support their learning.
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